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Across

1. a person who knows many languages

3. moving in one direction

4. a plane with two sets of wings

5. to come before something in time, 

order, or rank

6. having only one cell

7. having one color

9. occurring after death; usually related 

to a book or award

11. one of a kind

12. a two-pointed tooth

14. a solid figure with many sides

15. having more than the normal number 

of fingers/toes

20. a person who takes college classes 

after graduating

23. speaking or writing only one language

24. one sided

27. saying the same words at the same 

time

28. eyeglasses with two sections for far 

and near vision

29. a hospital that treats many different 

diseases

30. mark printed on stamp by post office

31. a measure taken in advance to 

prevent harm

32. one group

35. a lie detector

36. belief in many different gods

38. a one-piece leotard/tights

39. happening every two months

40. an eyeglass for one eye

41. having two different colors

42. a pedaled vehicle with one wheel

43. happening every two years

Down

2. assuming many different forms

8. a pedaled vehicle with two wheels

10. a closed plane figure with many 

connecting lines

13. having many syllables

16. after the Industrial Revolution

17. able to speak two different languages

18. after noon

19. to give permission in advance

21. a fabled horse-like animal with a horn 

on its forehead

22. happening every two weeks

25. exam of body after death

26. having many different colors

33. to join into one group

34. to write a date that comes after the 

real date

37. a two-footed creature


